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Abstract The anicle tests a couple of hypotheses relating to markets where 
demand is not taken as a given, but subject to sophisticated and encompassing price
building strategies. The study uses a data set that provides quoted dealer prices for 
medium-sized works of 100 leading visUal artists from 1970 to 2004. These data are 
compared with auction price results for works by the same artists. The study reports 
significant discrepancies with respect to the relationship berween the age of artisrs 
and prices paid for their works in the two markets, and with respect to general price 
developments in the two markets as measured by indices. 

Keywords Markers for visual art . Dealer and auction markel price indices · 
Valuation · Pricing process 

JEL Classification 044 - Z II 

1 Introduction 

This article teslS a coupJe of hypotheses relating ro markers where demand is not 
taken a.;; given, but subject to sophisticated and encompassing price~building 
strategies. It uses a rare set of time series data on dealer prices for the works of 
contemporary artists and it establishes significant differences to contemporaneous 
<merion prices for works by rhe same artists. 

The article first outlines the theoretical argument for such ··constructed value 
markets". points to sociological evidence and formulates two hypotheses: ( I) Prices 
for works of living artists in dealer markets increase steadily over their lifetimes, 
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while auction prices for works by the same artist are lacking such strict pauem. (2) 
(a) Tbe aggregate price level in dealer markets is higher than in auction markets for 
works of a panicular artis1. (b) The dealer price index. follows upward movements but 
shows resistance toward downward movemenrs of the auction price index. Then it 
presents data coJJec1ed by the Capital Kunstkompass {CKK) and their correlates 
genemted by auctions over the course of 30 years. The subsequent sections compare 
dealer price qumes with actual auction outcomes for works by the same artists. The 
results show that the prices for artists' works increase with age in both markets. The 
level of dealer prices is generally higher. The yearly price developments show similar 
upward patterns for both dealer and auction markets, but dealer prices are stickier in 
their downward movements. These results are consistent with the initial hypotheses. 

2 A theory of strategic preference construction 

There are. in principle. two ways of increasing the market value of any commodity: 
one of them assumes elastic demand and increases market value by lowering cost 
and thus increasing the total number of commodities sold. The other assumes 
severely limited supply and raises market value by increasing demand for the fixed 
number of commodities available for sale. 

The first approach corresponds to classical market theory since Ricardo. Markets 
for objects like "rare statues and pictures ... and wines of a peculiar quality" 
(Ricardo 1911, p. 6) are explicitly excluded from consideration. Such exclusion is 
quite consistent with the basic model, even in its neoclassical formulation: if it is 
assumed that preferences of consumers are stable, it is inadmissible to assume, at the 
same time, that demand for certain items increases due to a change in subjective 
preferences. In the case of markets for rare pictures and wines sellers succeed in 
making a profit because they are able to change their buyers' preferences. 

A recent study on art dealers in 4msterdam and New York provides more detail 
on the technique with which such 'Value increases are attained (Velthuis 2003, 
2005). Apparently. dealers follow a "price script" in their negotiations with 
prospective buyers. Rule l of the script indicates that the rare commodities are to be 
sold as entry tickets to a club whose members consist of all the anists and the 
collectors committed to a dealer's particular artistic quality judgment. Rule 2 
indicates that the prices quoted for any work are to be increased at regular intervals, 
irrespective of actual sales. These results support a more general theory, which 
explains why the market value for certain commodities increases systematically. 

To start with, the commodities under consideration must be valued for their 
communication potential, as in the case of paintings or sculptures. Both types of 
objects might have material value as well, but the decisive characteristic is their 
ability to offer opportunities for conversations with others who share knowledge 
about the same class of commodities. A dealer's first task is to select out of a 
virtually infinite number of items with communication content those which show the 
highest potential for gaining the auemion of a larger number of users. In the case of 
artworks. the selection refers to certain styles of visual expression, and, within such 
styles, to the works of specific creators or artists. The attribution of the material 
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works to particular authors assures an inevitable limitation of supply. As a second 
task, dealers have to convince buyers of the sustained artistic value of the works of a 
particular artist. Although each dealer works independently, there are netwQrk 
effects from a shared consensus among a dealer community as to which anisu; 
create works of the highest value. Such networks or "circuits" are asymmetrically 
ordered. with a few key dealers detennining the general guidelines for selection 
(Becker 1984). To buy from such a dealer is an act that not only confers the property 
rights on an object. but also grants access to a dub distinguished by a specific 
aesthetic quality. 1 As a third task. the dealers follow a price script which supports 
the claim that the appreciation of an artist's work grows steadily among an 
expanding audience. The price script has three major components: ( I) Valuation is 
strictly determined by attribution to the artist and by the medium of execution. fike 
gouache, oil or engraving, and not by subject matter or other criteria related to the 
communication coment. (2) Prices are never decreased. Often, a money~back 
guarantee is given. (3) Prices for all works by the anist are increased over time, even 
beyond the anist's lifetime. Irregular price hikes at the time of an anist's death 
reflect the fact that the number of potentially available works is now fixed. 

To summarize, dealers in markets for goods with communication potential not only 
sell commodities. but also actively create and provide a club good-namely 
membership in the community which adheres to the dealer's aesthetic style-which 
they sell jointly with the object. The dealers are not simply traders, they are above all 
service providers: they select, interpret, educate and signal with the aim of generating the 
belief that the appreciation of a particular set of new artworks is constantly rising. 2 

However. the artiticiaUy constructed dealer markets are not exclusive. If the 
scheme is successful, derivative auction markets will emerge in which the same 
commodities are resold. The number of potential buyers may still be small, but 
auctions are an effective way to achieve transactions in markets where there may be 
as few as a dozen potential customers worldwide. In the case of the most successful 
artists, media attention quickly increases the number of potential buyers. Auction 
prices have ambivalent effeccs on prices in che "dealer club" market: on one hand. 
they can confirm that the commitment of an audience to the artistic value of an 
artist's work has succeeded. The works achieve similar or. in select cases, even 
higher prices than in the secondary market.3 On the other hand. the volatility of 

' One of Velthui~;' interview partner~; remarked with respect to Arnold Glimcher, the founder of Pace 
Gallery: .. Buying from P.ace is ruther like membership m a dub. Glimcher ha~ thi~ group af .~ub.o;.~;nDen. 
who are committed to hi)> ae.~thetic. and they buy work., by each of his ~table of arti~ts." tVe!thui.~ 2005. 
p. 171. 

~ A formal model which is able to ..:apll.lre the peculiarity of this dub formation u~~ gro~ph·theoreti..: form 
IMirowskt 1991. pp. 572). It as.\umes that market relation~ between bu)"er.- and seller.- are nm of the 
anonymou~ and fleeting nature a~ are transactions in a supermarket. Rather. eve!')" single exchange 
pre~uppose., a MX:ial ba~i~. i.e .• a well·defined relation between the panicipallb of a connection. All the 
agcm .. \ in a market are node"' m a ne;work connected by ongoing rehnionshiJ!" between individuab or 
organization~ that know each other welt and have inve,;ted conslllerable trust in each o!her. 

' In the primary market. living amst~ sell thesr works to dealen. or collecton.. In .o;econdary market~. 
dealer.; sell works by living and <leceased artist,. In tertiary market.\, owner.; ~n ~ork.\ through auction~. 
For a description of the m;~tk.et hierdfChy ,;ee Throsby ( 1994. p. 5J who limit~ the tertiary market to major 
imemational auction house~. 
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auction results-due to the randomness of buyers present at an auction session, and 
due to rhe asymmetry of media attention--endangers the stability and sustainability 
of the dealer· s price path for an artist's work. Both feedback loops connect the price 
developments in the two markets: there are no auction prices without prior price 
construction activities in the dealer market. and prices in the dealer market are 
influenced by auction prices. 

Quantitative tests of price construction in dealer markets have not been 
conducted. There are not even studies on the relation of prices paid in dealer 
markets with prices paid in auction markets for the same works, or at least works by 
the same artist. Empirical studies of art markets rely almost exclusively on auction 
price data. 4 Thanks to the growth of data banks, auction data are abundant. Data on 
dealer prices, however. are difficult to obtain. Therefore, general statements about 
price formation and movement in visual arts markets implicitly assume that the 
price vector of an artist's works in the dealer market is simply a linear, scalar 
tmnsformation of the respective price vector in the auction market. 

To test for regularities in the pricing pattern ofdealer markets, or for systematic 
differences between prices in dealer and in auction markets, it would be ideal to have 
data on actual dealer transactions. However, it is pan of the dealer strategy to keep 
information about actual transactions secret As a substitute, we have identified a data 
base that contains at least dealer price statements for the works of specific artists over 
three decades; The CKK survey provides data on the reputation of 100 leading visual 
artists and on dealer prices for their works on a yearly basis, from 1970 until today. s 
By calculating "reputation points". the index follows the value signifiers of the art 
market scene. For the hundred contemporary artists with the highest number of 
reputation point<;, dealer prices for average size works are quoted. By combining the 
data on dealer prices with the contemporaneous auction data for the same sample of 
artists, we can test for differences in the prices for works in the two markets. 

The following study uses the data on dealer prices in the CKK to compare price 
paths and price levels in the international dealer and auction market for 
contemporary visual arts from 1970 until 2004.6 We test two hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1: Prices for the works of living artists increase steadily over their 
lifetime. while auction price.o; for works by the same artist show no such strict 
pattern. 

We test the steady-price-increase-hypothesis by comparing average dealer and 
auction prices for works by single artists at different points on their age curve over 

. the course of their artistic career. 

• For currem over.·iews un thi;; topic. see Burton and Jacobsen (1999) or Ginsburgh et aL (2006). 

' Th~ inde:~: was initiated in 1970 by Willi Bongard. a Cologne-born stock ex.change analyM. journalist, 
publi~her. and ac1ive participant of the ""Auxus'" movement. hili published every year in the November 
is~ue of C!lpuul. the leading German business momh!y. Since 1985, the survey has been cominued by his 
widow. Lmde Rohr-Bongard. All !he rankings were republished in the 30th edition of the ~urvey. See 
Ruhr·Bonganl t2001) 

~ The reputation point.~ of the index are awarded for appearances in international exhibitions and reviews. 
thu.~ tho:: sample of artists is internatiunaL Yet. there is a clear bia.~ toward anists who originate in Gennan
spo!aking an circuits. However. the b1a.' is inconsequential for the questions under study here. 
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Hypothesis 2: (a) The aggregate price level in dealer markets is higher than in 
auction markets for works by the same artist. (b) The dealer price index follows 
upward movements but not downward movements of the auction price index. 

The claim of higher prices in dealer transactions contradicts a popular opinion 
that auctions generate higher prices for artworks. As has been shown in earlier 
studies. such perceptions are due to a few outlier results that capture media attent1on 
and thus provide anecdotal evidence for the impression of high prices. 7 If it is 
indeed true that dealers of contemporary art provide a joint product that includes 
dub services. then prices for the joint product should be, on average. higher than 
prices for the bare objects purchased at an auction.l'l Moreover. if it is true that 
auction prices pull dealer prices upward. but that dealer prices are not constructed 
for downward mobility. then we should be able to observe corresponding patterns in 
the time series of the two indices. 

Section 3 describes previous uses of CKK. Section 4 specifies our data set. 
Section 5 reports results on the relationship between the age of artist.<;. and price.'i 
paid for their works in the two markets. Section 6 reports on the general price 
development in the two markets. Section 7 evaluates the results. 

3 Previous uses of the Capital Kunstkompass 

The main intention of CKK lies in the construction of a "'reputation index". not 
unlike the citation indices used in the sciences. The participation of artists in 
exhibitions around the world is registered and ranked. Museum exhibits, one-man 
and group shows are distinguished. and points are awarded according to the quality 
of the event as determined by experts. Points are also awarded for reviews and 
articles in the most renowned international journals on contemporary art. The points 
are added up for a yearly totaL They are accumulated over a series of years. The 
hundred artists with the highest scores are reported on a yearly basis. Over the years, 
there were few changes in the method of calculating the ranking. 9 

Reputation as measured by the CKK relies. in essence, on the judgmems of 
experts. Experts have been shown to be accurate predictors for art markets 
(Ashenfelter and Graddy 2006; Caves 2000). Therefore. the accumulation of expert 
appraiSals in a single number is a reasonable representation of the value of an 
artist's works in their market In the case of CKK. the resulting index shows a bias 
toward European artists . 

1 The outlier .:ffect has been demonsuated for price~ paid for wurb by Marc Chagall in vanou~ media. 
See Holub eta!. 0993). 

~ On the problem of determining the unknown volume of trnnsactions in the dealer market. ~ee !he lir:•t 
pamgraph of Sect. 7. 
9 There are no price quotes for the year 1970. In 1982 and 1985. CKK wa.~ not published. In 1980, 19/W. 
and 1987. the top ICXJ focw;ed on young anists under !he age of 40. The aggrega!e price.~ should show a 
lower level for the!it: ye:m;. In !988. !993. and 1999. a so-called ""rejuvenation"" was undenaken. 
~hortening the time span for the accumulation of points in order to give younger artisL~ a better chance to 
move 10 !he top. Since this change favored younger artists. a downward shift of the price level must be 
assumed in the...e yean.. 
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The reputation rank of CKK is then confronted with a price quote for a medium 
size work. The price quote is generated by a survey of dealers representing the 
ranked artists. Analogous to the price/earnings ratio in the stock market, the ratio of 
reputation rank and price quote is shown to illustrate expected price performance in 
the future. 

The way in which CKK selects and weighs the reputation points and the wa:y in 
which the data from the secondary market are gathered has been criticized in trade 
articles and in scholarly works, e.g. Bonus and Ronte (1997). Despite its 
shortcomings, che CKK has provided a rare consistent measure for over Ibree 
decades. 

Economic researchers have been interested primarily in the reputation index.. 
Schneider and Pommerehne (1983) were the first to use CKK reputation points as a 
proxy for the aesthetic valuation of artworks. With regressions for the years 1971-
1978 they found that aesthetic value has a significant influence on the price of 
artworks. Grampp ( \989} found that an increase in CKK reputations points of 
I 0 percent accounts for a price increase of 8 percent. This result supports the thesis 
that expert appraisal is a good predictor for the prices of artworks in art markets. 
Singer ( 1990) extended the ideas of Schneider and Pommerehne with a study of the 
time an artist needs to move from the dealer market to the auction market. In this 
context, he used CKK reputation points to calculate the "artist capital stock" for 
every artist. 

Recemfy. Beckert and ROsse! (2004) used auction price and gallery price data 
combined wirh CKK rep~tation points to show that the Yalue of an artist and his or 
her work is driven by a process of acquiring reputation through experts and 
ins(iWtions in both the auction and the dealer market They used the CKK points as 
a measurement for value which is not based on the physical traits of the artwork but 
on artistic estimation. Using data from careers of artists in both the auction and the 
dealer market, they demonstr.ued the significant influence of reputation on the 
resulting price. w 

With the partial exception of Beckert and ROsse!, all the studies quoted use 
auction prices for determining the market value of works of artists. Auction prices 
are provided by auction houses and by special art auction data banks. The data can 
be verified because auctions are public. In consequence, these studies forgo the 
opportunity provided by the second time series in the data set. namely the dealer 
price quotes. This study, in contrast, will use the CKK reputation points only to 
distinguish the artists in our sample from all the others. It will primarily use the 
series of dealer price quotes to investigate discrepancies with the related auction 
price data. 

Our first test will distinguish prices for works of artists at different ages and 
compare the results for the two markets. The subject is not entirely new. Studies for 
the influence of the age of an artist on the price of his works in auction markets have 
been done by Galenson and Weinberg (2000) and by Landes (2000). The results 
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show signiticam positive effects of age on prices and thus suppon Singer's "artist 
capital stock .. hypothesis. 

The second test compares price levels in dealer and auction markets between 
1970 and 2004. Until now, no such studies exist. Candela and Scorcu (200\) have 
constructed a dealer price index. for Italian prints and drawings between 1977 and 
1999. but did not relate it to an auction price index.. 

4 Description of the data set 

Our data set registers the CKK reputation points of the visual artists with the 100 
highest scores in all issues of the Kunstkompass as CKK_POINTS. The set extends 
from 1971 and 2004, with a total of 3, I92 observations on 442 artists. For rhe same 
442 artists, the "average sized work" prices quoted in CKK are registered as 
CKK_PRICE. 

For each of the years in which one of rhe 442 artists is included in CKK. auction 
prices for the artists were accumulated. In total, the data set contains 17,216 auction 
transactions. carried out between 1971 and 2004. The average market values for each 
year and artisl resull in AUC_PRICE. Currencies were converted to US dollars and 
prices were deflated with the American consumer price index using 2000 as base year. 

Thus, our total data set includes the following variables (Table l}. 

5 Age of artist and price development (H 1) 

The relationship between the age of an artist at sale and the price al which his or her 
work sells in the two markets is the subject of our first investigation. For the test, we 

Table l Variable!' in data set 

Variable Description Mean SD Min Ma.>:. 

ARTIST Fu!l name of artist 

AGE Age of artist m the observW 52.17 !0.99 24 93 

year 

YEAR Year of Ob.o;erv.arion 1991.44 1un !971 2004 

CKK_PRICE Price of ··an average !>ired" 120336.64 206785.34 489 356331!4 
work of arti.~t in the 
observed year indicated 
by CKK 

CKK_f'OINTS Quality points indicated !3638.29 7431.15 !\00 63\60 
by CKk in the obser.-ed year 

AUC]RlCE A ~·erage price of .:.wcwmed 6491 1.79 229788.46 51!5 5372945 
works for artist in the 
ubserved year 

AUC_PRICE_QCM Average price per em" of ILlS 53.03 U.n3 1378 

auctioned worb by artist 
m the observed year 
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Ollly used age values where prices for at least two artists are part of our sample. This 
kads to an age span from 29 to 85 years. 

It can be observed that there is a distinct difference between dealer and auction 
price at all ages. Starting at the youngest age, dealer prices are at least twice as high 
as auction prices for works of the same artist Between the age of 36 and 42, prices 
at galleries are on average 2.29 times higher. The gap widens gradually: between 
the ages of 50 and 57, the average price difference is 2.52, between 70 and 80 it is 
3.85 times higher until the difference stabilizes beginning with age 81 at a level 
which is 3.99 times as high a., the auction price. 

A first result is the graphic representation of the two data sets in Fig. I where 
average prices per age of both markets are displayed. 

The outliers in the data. notably around age 75 in dealer price and around age 60 
in auction price, can be explained by small samples, by hidden effects of the art 

boom in the years 1989 and 1990 and by anomalies of the CKK (see footnote 9). 
The difference between the two price series is evident in graphic as well as in 

.sta~istical comparisons. The data set has to be modified accordingly: a dummy 
variable AUCTION is introduced to distinguish between data from the auction 
market (I) and those from the dealer market {0), thus pooling all price data into a 
dependent variable called PRICE. Furthermore we built an interaction term between 
both age variables (AGE and AGE2

) and AUCTION to control for the different 
influence of age in both markets (INTER I and INTER2). In addition, we use the 
repulation index called CKK_POINTS. This indicator is available in the CKK. and 
indicates the quality of the artist as mentioned. Assuming different influences of this 
variable in both markets we also used an interaction term, composed of 
CKK_POINTS and AUCTION ONTER3). To interpret the effects more easily, 
all variables have been centered. In running the estimation, we used the pooled data 

500000.00 

<00.000.00 t----------------tt-111-------i 

~ 300000.00 t------------------+\J--ll+-7<e:=-
! 

!00000.00 

... · ... ~·· ,•. .· ··.! 
0.00 +;.::!.-.-~':'"'~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~""' 

····~~~~······~~~·· .,. 

' ....... . 

CKK_PR!CE • •• -AUC_PRICE j 

Fig. l Price Jevelupmcnt at Jifferc:nt ages in dealer and auction markets (yearly mean price) 
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for simpJe Jinear regression (POOLED), random effects regression (RANDOM), 
and fixed effects regression (FIXED) controlling for artist-specific heterogeneity. 
We have chosen the following econometric specification: 

LN_PR!CE = "<< + >i(AGE_Z) + >2(AGE_22
) +,,(AUCTION) 

+ :4(AGE_Z•AUCTION) + >,(AGE_Z'•AUCTION) 

+ >o(CKKJ'OINTS_z) + a3 (CKKJ'OINTS_z' AUCTION) (I) 

Regression results are shown in Table 2. 
According to the Hausman-Test, unobserved heterogeneity is expected and the 

fixed effect model (FIXED) has to be chosen as the most appropriate. Altogether the 
regression shows highly significant influences of nearly all included variables. 

The influence of AGE_Z on auction and dealer prices results in a positive effect 
of 0.9535 percent per year of age. The quadratic tenn AGE_Z2 suggests a lower 
effect of age on price at higher ages. The negative effect of AUCTION suggests a 
generally lower price level in the auction market. confirming the observation of 
systematic differences in the two price series. The interaction terms of AUCfiON 
and AGE_Z and AGE_Z2

, respectively, INTER1 and INTER2, measure the 
differences in change of price for the auction market when the artist gets older. With 
a negative influence of --0.0203 for INTER l, it is shown that in auction markets the 
age of an artist has less influence on the resulting price. Because of the very low 
inftuence of AGE_Z2 in general, the tenn INTER2 does not reach significant levels 
and is not relevant for our further considerations. 

In order to conrrol for the influence of the "'artistic capital stock" we also tested 
for the influence of CKK_POINTS, as Singer ( 1990) had done. The assumed 

Table 2 Regre.<;sion results fur LN_PRICE corre,sponding to H I 

POOLED RANOOM FIXED 

AGE_Z 0.03253 (3.06)*** 0.07493 (7.21)*-* 0.09535 {8.44)*..., 

AGE_Z1 0.00012 (0.72) -{).00043 (2.61 ) .... -o.00069 (3.94) .... 

AUCTION -0.55463 {2.50)"* -0.55463 {3.40)* ... -0.55463 (3.42l* ... 

INTER! -0.02503 ( 1.66)* -0.02503 (2.26) ... -0.02503 {2.27}'" .. 
(AGE_Z • AUCTION) 

INTER2 0.00020 {0.86) 0.00020 (1.!7) O.OOCI20 I !.ll:IJ 
(AGE_Z2 * AUCTION) 

CKK_POINTS_Z * w-J 0.04710 {9.94}*** 0.01709 {3.59J*** 0.01409 (2_80) .... 

1NTER3 • 10~·1 0.02247 (3.35)*** 0.02247 (4.56j*U 0.02247 (4.58) ... 

!CKK_POINTS_Z * 
AUCTION) 

Consram 10.09768 (64.43)* ... 9.22185 {59.26) ... * 9.07289 (53.85)~** 

Obser<ation." 3204 3204 3204 

R' 0.33 0.39 

Absolute value oft statistics in parenthe.-.e." 

*Significant at !0%; **significant at 5%; •••significant at !':t 
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fig. 2 Reglt',<sioo lioc:J< for the tnlluen<.:c: of artist"s age on dealer and auction prices 

po.~itive effect should show thai reputalion increases prices on both markets. The 
hypothesis is confirmed with highest significance levels with a factor of 0.01409. 
which means that an increase of 1,000 CKK points results in a price increase of 
1.409 percent. A third interaction term (1NTER3) measures the differences of this 
effect between both markets. A positive sign for this term would show that 
reputation is more important for the resulting price in the auction market than it is in 
the dealer market. This conjecture is confirmed with an influence level of 0.02247. 
which means that an increase of f ,OCIO points in the CKK resulrs in a rotal price 
increase of 3.656 percent in the auction market. 

To summarize the results: Prices increase generally with age in a nonlinear 
pattern, auction prices remain lower than dealer prices and the price increases due to 
age are lower in auction markets. The results are displayed by the regression plots of 
price on age for both markets in Fig. 2. 

6 Differences or price level time series (H 2) 

For our second test. we constructed simple indices by calculating the arithmetic 
mean value of the average dealer prices quoted in the CKK (CKK_PRICE) and the 
mean of the average auction prices (AUC_PRICEJ of an artist's works by year.

11 

The result is displayed in Fig. 3. 1
:! 

'' We !ell om !he yc .. n. t970 .. mi !980 due 10 ~mal! s..mple ~ire~ of only five ami two observations. 
re~P<"··nvdy 

'~ The anm11alie" 10 the pnce de,.elupmem of the: dealer market reJ<u!t from the peculianties of !he CKK 
me!Hioned in footnote 9. 
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In the years 1971-1975, dealer prices were about 2.17 times higher than auction 
prices. Between 1977 and 1987, they were 2.54 times higher. During the art market 
boom, the difference was reduced to a factor of 1.25 on average. After the boom, the 
gap widened gradually. By 1996, dealer prices were 4.53 times higher than auction 
prices. From 1997 until2004, the difference stabilizes at a level of 2.14 times above 
the auction price level, with the exception of a slump in 2002. Thus, prices in the 
dealer market declined much less after the boom years than they did in the auction 
market 

To check for comparability, we also calculated the average prices per cm2 

(AUC_PRICE_QCM) for each year. In order to compare the auction market price 
(AUC_PRICE) to the standardized auction market price per cm2 (AUC_PRI¥ 
CE_QCM), we divided the yearly value by the mean value of all prices in the 
respective series to create a price index. The result, shown in Fig. 4, confirms the 
close similarity of the two auction price patterns and therefore the validity of our 
results. 

In order to present statistical results regarding the different developments in 
the two markets, we used yearly regression variables to construct a hedonic 
price index. We included the dummy variable AUCTION to find general 
differences in the price level of both markets. We also include<:{ CKK_POINTS 
to account for reputation as an influence on the resulting [)rice. INTER4 
represents the assumed difference of the influence of CKK_POINTS in the 
auction market. Finally, we used yearly dummy variables for both markets 
(YEAR...Dl971 until YEAR_D2004) and combined them with AUCTION to 
account for general differences between the developments of both markets 
(YEAR_DI97UNTER until YEAR_D2004_1NTER). 2003 is the base year for 
this index. 
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The regression is constructed as follows: 

LN_PRICE ~ "<> + x,(AUCTION) + Xo(CKK_POINTS_2) 

+ x.,(AUCTION*CKK_POINTS_Z) 

+ :c,(l:YEAR) + x5(AUCTION*l:YEAR) 12) 

The regression results are displayed in Table 3. Again, the Hausman-Test advises 
to use the fixed regression results (AXED). 

This regression also continns at highest significance level that the price level is 
generally lower in the auction market, with an influence of --0.93449. The influence 
of CKK_POINTS (0.02038> and INTER4 (0.02023) confinns the result that the 
reputation points of CKK have a positive influence on dealer and auction prices. 

To graphically exploit the results of the regression and the resulting hedonic price 
mdcx. we primed the yearly dummies {price index for both markets) and the 
interacted yearly dummies (price index for the auction market) in Fig. 5. 

With the ex...:eption of the years 1971 and 1976 (omitted in Fig. 5). the resulting 
price index shows a quite detailed picture of price development in the art market of 
the last JO years. As described before, the auction prices are generally lower than 
the dealer prices. Around the art market boom 1989/90, the prices come closer 
together. after the "'crash", the gap widens beyond its fonner extent. 

7 Interpreting the results 

In interpreting the results of both test.'>. one must first take into consideration the 
quality of the data. Auction data reflect actual sales. even if there is a margin of 
manipulated transactions. The dealer data, on the other side, are figures released by 
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Table 3 Regres..;;ion results for LN_pRJCE corresponding to H 2 

AUCTION 

CKKyQ!NTS_Z 

INTER4 
~CKK_PO!NTS_Z * 
AUCf!ON) 

YEAR_DI971-
YEAR_D2004 

YEAR_DI971_ 
INTER-YEAR_ 
D200UNTER 

Constant 

Observations 

R' 

POOLED 

-0.93449 (5.58)~ ... 

0.05291 {11.59)•*-

0.02023 {3.13)*"" 

11.18519 (94.41)-"*-" 

3.204 

0.38 

Absolute value oft-statistic.~ in parentheses 

RANDOM 

-0.93449 (8. 7t>}*** 

0.02330 (5.70)*"* 

0.02023 {4.92)*** 

I 1.09628 (117.72lu* 

3.204 

•Significant at 10%: .. significant at 5%: ... signiticam at !% 
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FIXED 

-0.93449 (8.83J 0 u 

0.02038 (4. 79) .... 

0.02023 (·t%)-"** 

11.45471 (146.29) ... 

3,204 

0.58 

• Detailed regre.-.sion re.~uiiS are omitted here as they are plotted in Fig. 5. Please contact the author-> for 
more detailed infonnation 

05 LSS. :~; ,.;1 0< .. 
I .'· •, . :'i ! ·1 :::;:;;: __.. : 

i ·1.5 • • .. 
s 

·2 

·2,5 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ § " 8i ~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ • • • • • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - N 

'"' 
YEAR_O • ... · YEAR_D +INTER 

Fig. 5 Hedonic price indices from !972 to 2004 bases on the regres.;;ion presemed in Sect. 6 

an interested party, namely the potential seller. Dealers have an interest in 
overstating their prices because prices are interpreted as indicators of demand. They 
quote their starting points in a bargaining game where the final price includes 
discounts and long-tenn arrangements, like deferred payments. In addition, we do 
not know the factual volume of dealer sales. We can only simulate the volume of 
artist-specific dealer transactions by using the number of corresponding auction 
sales as a proxy. A further problem could be sample selection bias: when registering 
the works of a particular artist sold in a given year, the auctioned paintings tend to 
be "older" than the ones sold through dealers. There is mixed evidence in research 
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about the connection hctween the time of execution and prices paid for work.\ at a 
later point in time (Galenson and Weinberg 2000: Edwards 2004: Galenson 2005). 
Such considemtions must be kept in mind, but they do not invalidate the signifkance 
~1f the differences between the two markets as registered in our two tests. 

The age-price prolile reported in Sect. 5 supports Hypothesis I: systematic price 
increase scripts are pursued in the dealer market. While auction prices show a 
moderate increase in prices for works of artists past the age of 60. dealer prices 
dimh steadily staning in earlier ages around thirty on an aggregate level (Fig. 1 ). 
The trend continues past the age of 80, even if the price data show a Jess clear 
picture in the bra(.'ket of age 70-80. 

The price level time series reported in Sects. 5 and 6 contain several insights with 
respect to Hypothesis 2a: Price levels in the dealer market were. on average. about 
twice as high in dollar value as corresponding auction market price levels. 

Hypothesis 2b is supported by comparing the two price levels since 1971: Prices 
in the dealer as well as in the auction market were pushed up in the late 1980s, The 
reasons for the push were mostly external: liquidity among potential traditional 
buyers was unusually high and new groups of buyers entered, especially ill the 
aucti(m market (Hiraki eta!. 2003; Wieand et al. 1998). Within 2 years, the mean 
dealer price increased by a factor of over 4, while the mean auction price increased 
by a factor of about 3 at its peak. Dealer prices were then only about !.25 times 
higher than auction price.\>. When liquidity dried up and media attention ceased. 
auction prices adjusted quickly downwards to a level 1.6 times higher than before 
! 98~L Dealer prices. however. took a decade to come back to a level 1.5 times 
higher than in the late 1980s. This supports the claim that price scripts without 
tolerance for declining prices were successfully at work and held up the market 
price during that decade. 1:\ 

We therefore conclude that the behavior registered in dealer art markets provides 
evidence for an alternative strategy of raising market value by changing the 
preferences of consumers with respect to a fixed supply of particular goods with 
communication potential. Thus. standard price theory is expanded: Neoclassical 
price theory predicts that markets generate, in equilibrium, one price for any specific 
good. There may bt! adjustments for distance, lack of infonnation, quality of 
scrvi..:es. t:conomies of size for wholesale operations, etc., but once these factors are 
taken into account. one equilibrium price remains. When the commodities on the 
market have immaterial communication properties, and yet are limited in supply. 
they can be used as the basis for a club good that forms a joint product with the 
ownership of the object. As a result of the club activity, preferences for the works of 
selected artists are changed in such a stable way that the media and their audiences 
accept these valuations and thus trigger correspondingly high prices in auction 
markets. The buyer acquires the object in a potentially anonymous transaction, and 
with the object comes the artistic valuation generated in the preceding dealer 
market. The conjecture of such generated or constructed valuations explains a 
significant part of endogenous preference change, in art markets a.;;; well as in other 
markets tOr consumption goods. 

'' We ignore !he ind!Cali\Hl.' in the data that point to a new an boom starting around 2004. 
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